How’d they
figure out what the
new street’s going
to look like?

No, what’s
going on?

Hey,
did you hear
they’re improving
this street?

Hennepin County has been talking to people in the neighborhood. Since spring 2018, they’ve
been at the library, parks, shops and on social media, too. Using people’s input, they’ve
designed improvements – and it’s not just the street. It’s going to have better sidewalks and
safer places to cross. And there will be new medians and bump-outs to encourage people to
drive slower. It’ll also be ready for new transit options expected to come through the area.

Now

...2020
44th
Avenue, Webber
Parkway and Lyndale
Avenue need to be rebuilt.
They make up a segment of
County Road 152. Hennepin
County is calling the
project Webber 44.

This
is a really busy area
with lots of bike trails and
bus routes, shops and schools. So
what’s designed and built needs to
work well for everyone, whether
they’re driving, biking or
walking.

Oh
cool! Do you
know how long
it will take?

Hennepin County is
finishing up the design in
2019. And they’re planning to start
construction in 2020. They have a
website where you can watch an
animation of the new street, and
stay up to date with progress:
hennepin.us/webber44

Here’s how the
rebuilt street
will look!
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Safer street crossings
and new stations for
Bus Rapid Transit near
North Market.

44th & Humboldt
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44th Avenue North

44th & Fremont

Simpler intersection
with only one stoplight.
Improved paths for
biking and walking to
Webber Park.
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Webber Park
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New stations for D-Line
Bus Rapid Transit.
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Patrick Henry High School
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44th & Morgan

44th & Penn

New bus shelters.

Lyndale Avenue North

Safer street
crossings outside of
Patrick Henry High
School.

Watch an animation of the new street at: www.hennepin.us/webber44
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